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Disclaimer

This Report has been prepared by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) on the basis set out in KPMG’s proposal to the Welsh Government dated 10 April 2013, the Welsh
Governments contract award letter dated 25 June 2013 and KPMG’s acceptance letter dated 1 August 2013 (these combined documents referred to here as the
“Engagement Letter”).
This Report is for the benefit of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which it refers, which KPMG has agreed in writing to treat as addressees of the
Engagement Letter (the “Beneficiaries”), and has been released to the Beneficiaries on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part,
without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This Report is not suitable to be relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against KPMG (other than the Beneficiaries) for any purpose or in any
context. Any party other than the Beneficiaries that obtains access to this Report or a copy (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or otherwise) and
chooses to rely on this Report (or any part of it) does so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG does not assume any responsibility
and will not accept any liability in respect of this Report to any party other than the Beneficiaries.
In preparing this report, the primary source of information has been internal management from both the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG does not accept responsibility for such information which remains the responsibility of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG has satisfied themselves, so far as possible, that the information presented in the report is consistent with other information which was made available to
them in the course of their work in accordance with the Engagement Letter. KPMG has not, however, sought to establish the reliability of the sources by reference to
other evidence. The analysis undertaken by KPMG has been of a high level nature and has been undertaken following discussions with the Welsh Government and the
Local Authority’s officers. The scope of KPMG’s work is different from that for an audit and, consequently, no assurance is expressed by KPMG.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Background and Approach
■ In March 2012, the Minister for Finance and commissioned a review into ‘Maximising the Impact of Welsh Procurement Policy’. That
review recommended the re-introduction of capability assessments or fitness checks, which the Minister subsequently confirmed would
be re-introduced. This is also supported by the Public Service Leadership Group (PSLG) chaired by the Minister for Local Government
and Communities.

Background

■ After a competitive tender, KPMG were appointed by Value Wales (within the Welsh Government) to deliver these capability
assessments for all the Local Authorities in Wales.

■ The objective of this work was to determine whether organisational procurement capability is adequate and also enable organisations
to identify their strengths and areas for improvement. These assessments include actions for improvement which are to be presented to
senior management at each Local authority and a copy is to be provided to Value Wales.
■ Value Wales intends to provide on-going support for improvement through a ‘Procurement Development Service’ concept. This support
will be linked to national improvement themes that this work identifies within Local Authorities across Wales.
■ Value Wales provided the, previously developed, Welsh Government Capability Model, which KPMG used to develop an on-line
questionnaire to assess the Local Authorities capability against this model.
■ Each local authority was invited to prepare a list of staff who would be asked to complete the on-line questionnaire confidentially. These
staff were either directly or in-directly involved in procurement and the list was intended to cover procurement across the authority.

Approach

■ KPMG analysed the responses and prepared an initial assessment of the authority’s procurement capability (based on the Welsh
Governments maturity model). This assessment was then tested and moderated in face-to-face interviews conducted on site at the
authority with key procurement managers and stakeholders from across the authority.
■ The output of this analysis and these interviews is presented here in this report, together with KPMG’s recommended actions for
improvement.
■ These actions for improvement recognise the activities that are already on-going and planned within the authority and are intended to
support those activities and provide practical advice to support the improvements.
■ Once this report has been approved by the Head of Procurement and other senior stakeholders at the authority (if appropriate), it will
be sent to Value Wales.

Next Steps

■ A copy of the two-page executive summary (only) will be provided to the Minister.
■ KPMG will also prepare an overall report that summarises the assessments across all the Authorities, identifies common themes for
improvement and makes recommendations for Value Wales on how it can support the Authorities through its Procurement
Development Service.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Pembrokeshire Executive Summary
Overall Maturity
Rating

Organisational
Context

Developing towards Advanced
■ The procurement team have established themselves as a centralised operation over the last 12 years, following the recruitment of their current Head
of Procurement. The team are currently 9 FTEs strong, with a matrix structure of Head (1), Principal Officers (3) and Officers (5).
■ The team are strongly supported by the Corporate Management Team (CE and all Directors). Procurement is clearly seen as being strategically
important and is valued throughout the Authority.
■ Procurement takes a very proactive role within the Authority, targeting savings during retendering and during the lifetime of key contracts and service
areas, such as social care and transport.
■ Collaborations are welcomed and are always analysed to ensure they present the best deal for the authority and their constituents.
■ A great deal of effort has gone into working with local providers to ensure they are on relevant frameworks and in a position to bid for local and
national contracts. Currently, 52% of procurement spend is with Pembrokeshire based companies.
■ Current spend analysis is formally undertaken annually. A new financial system is being introduced over the next 12 months which will provide real
time view of spending.

Model Dimension

Recommended Actions

Procurement leadership & governance

■ Continue to establish newly formed Community Benefits Group, and develop processes/approaches to address Policy
directives.

Procurement strategy & objectives

■ Continue with flexible, targeted focus on services and savings but ensure all staff are aware of strategic approach and how
the process is driven.

Defining the supply need

■ Communicate targeted spend and categories, as agreed with cabinet, with the wider procurement team and then across the
Authority to ensure stakeholder buy-in.

Commodity/project strategies and collaborative
procurement

■ Continue with collaborative processes. Ensure all staff are aware of risk management and performance review processes
undertaken throughout supplier contract duration.

Contract and supplier management

■ Introduce supplier feedback form for external suppliers to replicate feedback gathered from internal stakeholders.

Key purchasing processes and systems

■ Continue introduction of P2P system to provide real time visibility of all contract spend and streamlined processes.

People

■ Introduce refresher compliance course to complement existing online programme currently completed by all staff involved in
procurement. Implement a formal mentoring program within the central team to develop junior team members.

Performance management

■ Complete real time spend analysis once P2P system in place and ensure KPIs are promulgated across the Authority to
increase visibility and transparency.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Pembrokeshire Executive Summary

Model Dimension

Comparison

Welsh
Gaps

UK Public
Sector
Gaps

Comments

Procurement leadership & governance

20

33

■ High levels of performance. Ensure all processes/
procedures are communicated with wider team.

Procurement strategy & objectives

23

13

■ Clear processes in place - need to ensure
understanding beyond senior management.

Defining the supply need

27

8

■ Strategies agreed with cabinet need to be
communicated with wider team/directorates.

Commodity/project strategies and
collaborative procurement

22

16

Contract and supplier management

25

1

Key purchasing processes and systems

15

25

People

11

Performance management

29

■ Sharing of expertise with neighbouring authority
will improve regional delivery.
■ Processes in place are sound – need to be
extended and shared with team.
■ Key area of development - introduction of P2P
system.
■ Annual refresher training would complement
existing course for staff involved in purchasing.

14

■ Current manual processes will be replaced with
automated responses following P2P roll out.

Developing
NonDeveloping
Advanced
Conforming
Conforming

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Benefits of
implementing
recommendations
Overall
Recommendations

Average of Welsh Authorities

UK Public Sector Benchmark

■ Completing the implementation of the P2P system will further enhance the strategic role the central procurement team within the authority and
increase efficiency and detailed spend analysis.
■ Ensuring all staff involved with purchasing are informed about internal policies and procedures will better support all procurement activity.
■ Continue with implementation of P2P system to allow real time spend analysis and recording to drive the next level of contract management and
analytics to support procurement activity. Ensure communication with all members of procurement team regarding key processes and policies to
ensure a deeper understanding of current procurement activity and to provide transparency in the team and across the Authority.
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Procurement leadership & governance

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

77%

Score:

15%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

44%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Clear leadership of the procurement activity

Comment
■ Overall, procurement leadership and governance is at a
developing towards advanced level of maturity.
■ Recently established a working group to focus on Welsh
Government Community Benefits Policy. The group is led by the
Regeneration Officer and includes senior representation from
highways and construction, economic development and
procurement.
■ Operational staff are not always fully aware of all processes and
procedures as not directly relevant to their day to day
responsibilities.

Responsible for effectiveness and quality of
sourcing
Effective internal stakeholders relationship
management

Clear process for delegation of authority

Adequate internal control systems

Value add through application and appropriate
use of the Community Benefits policy

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Opportunities
■ Continue with working group around Community Benefits and
share findings/strategies with the wider authority.
■ Consider sharing high level overview of leadership and
governance with all key procurement staff to ensure
understanding of strategic role played by procurement.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Procurement strategy and objectives

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

74%
15%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

61%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Degree organisations procurement strategy
development

Clear process for procurement involvement in
strategic reviews of service provision

■ Overall, procurement strategy and objectives at Pembrokeshire
is at a developing towards advanced level of maturity.
■ Regular strategic reviews, driven by function focus and savings
targets. Provides a proactive, flexible approach as evidenced by
recent savings in social care and transport.

■ Procurement team have £3.1 million savings target on
common/recurring spend. Only recorded against real savings
and does not include process improvements.
■ 13% of respondents don’t know if there is a cross functional
strategy governance model in place used to continually develop,
review and implement strategy, even though this is in place.
■ Self assessment has been completed annually, against a
procurement assessment model, and is used to drive
continuous improvement . Pembrokeshire will now move to
using the new Value Wales maturity assessment.

Procurement strategy supported by senior
management
Opportunities
Procurement department developed and acted
on an improvement plan

People

Performance
management

Comment

■ Sharing high level strategic process with all procurement team
would ensure deeper understanding of approach and objectives
and also support future succession planning.

Level of external collaboration for good
procurement practice and Welsh Government
procurement policies

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Defining the supply need

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

74%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

66%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Maximise value for the organisation and its
customers
Level of involvement with internal customer
teams

Comment
■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a developing towards advanced
level of maturity in the area of defining supply needs.
■ Strategy for common and repetitive spend has been agreed with
Cabinet, listing targeted categories to be addressed, although
25% of respondents don’t know if commodity strategies are in
place for all commodities.
■ Although processes in place, not all staff are aware or strategic
objectives, focussing more at an operational level this could be
addressed in line with succession planning and consideration to
implementing a mentoring program for junior staff members.
■ Relies on well formed, informal contact with directorates with
regular communications re contract requirements, renewals and
opportunities. Informality drives flexibility and proactive
approach.

Extent of commodity strategies development
and management

Effective demand management

Opportunities

People

Detailed supply market analysis and
stakeholder feedback

■ Ensure not only operational objectives but also strategic
objectives are shared throughout the procurement team and
wider directorates.

Performance
management

Transparent and proportionate mechanisms to
encourage new suppliers, make contracts
accessible, easier bidding

■ Consideration to informal information sessions/knowledge
sharing across key internal stakeholders and within the central
team or establishment of a mentoring program to increase skills
and development.

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Commodity/ project strategies and collaborative procurement

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

75%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

59%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
Project Strategies
and Collaborative
Procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Commodity strategy in line with Procurement
Route Planner

Performance
management

■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a developing towards advanced
level of maturity in this area.
■ Highest local procurement spend of any local authority and
highest Welsh procurement spend of any public sector body in
2010/11.

■ Collaboration with neighbouring local authorities and national
initiatives when opportunities are right for Pembrokeshire and its
constituents.

Cross functional demand management

■ Plans in place to support Ceredigion on a monthly basis by
hiring out Head of Procurement to drive strategic and
operational improvements.

Influenceable spend under commodity/project
strategies

■ Delivery at national event on successful implementation and
utilisation of Bravo system.

Sustainability

■ Risk management and performance reviews are ongoing with
suppliers throughout the duration of the contract, although not all
respondents are aware of this.

Sourcing risk mitigation process
Supplier Selection process
Performance reviews

People

Comment

Collaborative procurement
Working with sectoral consortia and/or value
Wales
Appropriate evaluation criteria

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Opportunities
■ Further collaboration with local authorities who are not as
mature as Pembrokeshire to share leading practice and
operational effectiveness.
■ Communication around the full risk approach and performance
reviews as part of contract/supplier management would facilitate
a deeper understanding for those who only deal with process
outcomes.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Contract and supplier management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

69%

Score:

12.5%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

68%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Comment
■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a conforming level of maturity in
the area of contract and supplier management.
■ Risk management targets Top 50 suppliers and flags any
changes directly with relevant team member.
■ Internal supplier feedback formally recorded. External supplier
feedback gathered informally through direct feedback/forums
etc.

Influenceable spend under contract
Clear understanding of contract coverage
Contracts and suppliers management
Supply risk management
Opportunities
Feedback from suppliers
Supplier and organisational processes
development

Use of supplier engagement

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

■ Ensure risk management process is understood by all staff and
not only those involved in the process.
■ Extend formal feedback used for internal suppliers to capture
feedback from external suppliers and use to drive process and
procedural improvements.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Key purchasing processes and systems

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

60%
10%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

85%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement
Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

People

Performance
management

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Use of e-procurement

Comment
■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a conforming level of maturity in
key purchasing processes and systems.
■ Formal current analysis across total spend is completed
manually and is a laborious task. This is fully recognised by the
authority who are introducing a new P2P system through Info
UK to ease analysis and allow real time visibility of all spend.
■ Creditor team deals with all invoices, with a target of to pay all
suppliers within 30 days and SMEs in 10 days. Although
procurement team do not monitor this process, there is regular
liaison to ensure compliance.

Effectiveness of PO to invoice or PO receipt
and invoice
Supplier payment performance

Quality assurance

P2P information management

Automation and Integration of finance and
procurement systems

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

Opportunities
■ Complete the introduction of new P2P system which will support
real time analysis and visibility of all spend – planned mid year
role out, 2014.
■ Develop monthly reporting based upon on and off contract
spend to go to senior leadership and key stakeholders to
improve value derived from contracts across the Authority.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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People

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

50%
15%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Comment
■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a conforming level of maturity in
the area of people management in procurement.
■ The annual self assessment against the procurement framework
drives operational targets for the following year and informs
KPIs.

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

■ Knowledge sharing is constant due to proximity of team and
established relationships.

Proactive future procurement resources
planning

■ All team members are targeted with being CIPS qualified and
are well established as a team, with little staffing movement over
the last 10 years.

Individual contribution to improve procurement
efficiency and effectiveness

■ Procurement is part of new staff induction and all purchasing
staff complete an online training model.

Use of Welsh Procurement Competency
Framework

Opportunities

Training and development support structures
Level of non-procurement staff competence to
procure

People

Proficiency in Public Sector Procurement
Legislation

Performance
management

Proficiency in Welsh policies on SME access,
Community Benefits, Collaboration and
electronic trading

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

■ Update online training course in light of P2P and introduce
annual compliance refresher for all staff.
■ Ensure all staff are aware of the self assessment process and
the strategic value gained, and not only their operational
objectives/individual targets. This could further enhance
succession planning amongst the less senior team members.
■ Informal knowledge sharing within central team sessions to
mentor junior staff and ensure transparency.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Performance management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

73%

Score:

12.5%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

■ Overall, Pembrokeshire is at a developing towards advanced
level of maturity in performance management.

59%

■ Influenceable spend is captured 6-monthly and analysed
manually. Introduction of P2P system will enhance this process
and support a more automated, real time response.

Maturity Level of Dimensions

■ Whilst we acknowledge that analysis is being undertaken, this
should be improved upon the implementation and embedding of
the P2P system.
■ Visibility of KPIs across the organisation will increase
transparency with key stakeholders and within the team.

State of KPIs

Reception and action on relevant procurement
reports

Influenceable spend monitoring
Opportunities

Use of customer feedback
People

Performance
management

Comment

Contribution to analysis of trends in Welsh
procurement

Pembrokeshire Average Maturity Grade

■ Ensure P2P system implementation is used to inform
performance management and spend analysis on a more
immediate basis.
■ Monthly spend reporting developed for Departments to ensure
contract compliance and ability to review spend across the
Authority.
■ Regular reporting of team KPIs at senior leadership level.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Profile of respondents

Years Experience

Number of respondents

0-5

2

5-10

3

10-15

1

15-20

0

20-25

1

25-30

0

More than 30

1

Total

8

Contract Value responsibility

Qualification
Degree (or equivalent)

Number of
respondents
50%

Masters

0%

MBA

0%

CIPS

50%

MCIPS

25%

Other

25%

Total

8

Number of respondents

Between £0 -£500K

1

Between £500K - £10m

0

Greater than £10m

7

Total

8
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